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Incidents Occurring In or Near the City of Belle Meade 

April 20th 2020 to April 26th 2020 
 

Date  Incident   Address     Description 

 
4-21-2020 Assist Citizen  Park Hill    We helped a family coordinate a drive by 

          birthday celebration for a 91 year old.  

 

4-21-2020 Officer Investigation 400 Block of Jackson Blvd  Received a call about possible gunshots in  

          the area.  It was determined that the noise 

          was fireworks but could not pinpoint the 

          exact location. 

           

4-22-2020 Officer Investigation 100 Block of Jackson Blvd  Received a call about people roaming  

          around an empty house.  It turned out to  

          be landscapers. 

 

4-22-2020 Officer Investigation Bellevue Drive West   Notified OEM of low hanging AT&T lines 

          at the rear entrance to the Temple. 

                 

4-22-2020 Officer Investigation 4300 Block of Sunnybrook Dr  Received a call from Metro PD requesting 

          that we check the welfare of a young  

          female who was supposed to be staying  

          in that area due to a call from the Mobile 

          Crisis Hotline.  While trying to locate her 

          Metro called back to disregard because they 

          had made contact with her. 

                

4-22-2020 Safety Hazard  Glen Eden & Jackson Blvd  Officer rolled up on a tree down in the road. 

          made contact with Public Works who came 

          out and removed the tree from the road. 

 

4-24-2020 Officer Investigation 4400 Block of Warner Pl   We took a report of a suspicious package  

          that contained suspected marijuana. 

              

4-24-2020 Officer Investigation Westview Ave    Received a complaint of a landscaping crew 

          mowing grass after ordinance hours.  They 

          were gone before we arrived. 

 

4-25-2020 Officer Investigation 4500 Block of Harding Rd   We responded to a possible burglary in  

          progress at the AT&T store but it turned  

          out to be in Belle Meade, Texas.  The  

          caller was given our number from 411 and 

          there just happens to be a store just up the 

          street where we thought it was occurring. 

 

4-25-2020 LPR/Stolen Vehicle Harding Rd & Lynwood Blvd  Received a LPR stolen vehicle hit and we  

          followed it after it turned around at Post Rd 

          and Harding Rd.  We followed the vehicle 

          onto 440 and stopped following at Hillsboro 

          Rd exit.  We notified Metro Pd of the  

          situation. 

      



                  

 

 

Be sure to lock your residence and use your security system. 
1. Remove valuables from your vehicle, place items in the trunk or out of sight in the vehicle. Then be 

sure to lock your vehicle, regardless of locations. 
2. Be aware of your surroundings when leaving home/other areas and while walking to vehicle. 
 

This information is provided to the residents of the City of Belle Meade for safety information only!  


